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1 Introduction
Swarm robotics has always been affected by the nature. The bees, birds and other
animal swarm behaviour has been modelled with multiple robots to get the most
effective solutions. Nature has modified and evolved its behaviour for so many years,
that it has very effective ways to behave collectively. When considering even smaller
things such as cells and bacterias, their behaviour is simpler than e.g. birds, and
easier to adaptive to the swarm robotics. Swarm robots are very limited in actuation
and sensing in order to keep the cost reasonable and to have large swarms. This is
why we need effective algorithms to cover these limitations in actuation and sensing.
The humans’ immune system is very effective for searching the intruders inside the
human body and for neutralising them.

This thesis applies the immune cells behaviour to the Kilobot robots in simulation.
The aim is to build a demonstrator about the immune system. This demonstra-
tor shows the characteristics of immune system, that are suitable to adapt to the
Kilobots. The second aim is to model and control a spatiotemporal system, that
changes by time and space. The goal for the Kilobots is to search and neutralise
the pathogens or intruders on the area. The pathogen is modelled as a source that
produces antigen to the area. This way the antigen creates a spatiotemporal heat
map on the area, where the pathogen sources have high concentration of antigen
and further from the pathogen, the concentration decreases. The Kilobots uses
the gradient of this concentration to find the high concentration and the pathogen.
When the concentration is small, the Kilobots use random walk until they find higher
concentration. On the high concentration, the Kilobots performs chemotaxis action.
Chemotaxis is an action, that moves the Kilobot towards the higher gradient and
finally to the pathogen. The Kilobots uses the immune algorithm to choose the
optimal action on the environment. When the Kilobot arrives near to the source,
the source will be erased on that spot and it stops the antigen production. The
environment is modelled as a diffusion process so the high concentration moves to
the slower concentration. This way the antigen spread to the area and change in
space and time as a spatiotemporal system. The mission type for these Kilobots
is a search and destroy, and this kind of robots can be used in e.g. detecting and
eliminating oil spills or other toxic chemicals in sea or land.

After this introduction, Chapter 2 deepens more into the immune system, its charac-
teristics and related work on the swarm robotics. Chapter 3 introduces the systems
used on this thesis. This chapter includes the Kilobot robot, the V-REP simulation
application and Matlab software. Chapter 4 explains the implementation of the
robot environment firstly in the V-REP simulation and secondly with the Matlab.
Chapter 5 describes the robot actions and how it chooses the optimal one. Chapter
6 presents the implemented system. Chapter 7 analyses the performance of this
work, with different swarm sizes and actions. Chapter 8 compiles the achieved results
and this work, and their relation to the related work on the field. This chapter also
discussed about the future research related on this work. After the summary, there
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are the references and at the end of this thesis are appendices A, B, C and D. These
appendices include the source code used on the V-REP simulation and on the Matlab
application and the technical specifications of the Kilobot robot.
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2 Background
This chapter firstly describes the immune system and its history, secondly the history
of swarm robots and thirdly, other work that has been done regarding to the swarm
robotics using immune systems or Kilobots.

2.1 Immune System
Human immune system is effective system for detecting intruders inside the human
body and for neutralising them. The immune system consists of different types of
leukocytes: granulocytes, monocytes and lymphocytes. The differences between
these types are the type of pathogen they are against and where inside the human
body they operate. For example the neutrophils, one type of the granulocytes,
eliminate bacterias in inflammation [4] and lymphocytes destroy tumor cells inside
the lymph [5]. However, all these immune cells have similarities in the way they
react with their environment. The mechanism how they found these pathogens is
called chemotaxis [6]. This chemotaxis is a gradient-based movement towards the
pathogen. The gradient is created by the pathogen itself or inside the immune system
by releasing chemoattractant chemical to the area. This chemical creates a path for
the immune cells so they can find and eliminate the pathogen. The immune cells are
stimulated by this chemoattractant chemical and they tend to move toward its source.

This thesis uses a clonal selection algorithm [7], that is based on two different
lymphocytes, B-cells and T-cells and their reaction with the environment. The
pathogens (e.g. viruses, bacteria) and the chemoattractant they create are referred
as antigen in this work. B-cells produce antibody for removing the antigen and
T-cells recognise the cells that have been poisoned by antigen. T-cells have three
different types: Helper T-cells create cytokines when it has identified the intruder
or B-cell has sent a message about the new intruder. The cytokines are messengers
that increases the clonal process. Killer T-cells break the surface of the poisoned cell
in order to allow antibody to destroy the cell. Suppressor T-cells prevent the clonal
process of the two other T-cell type. This suppressor T-cell is activated when the
intruder is destroyed, because then the other types are not needed anymore. [8]

The two lymphocytes are individually capable of recognising only one type of antigen.
However, the human body has thousands of different types of B-cells and T-cells.
Some of the B-cells are memory cells that has the specific information about the
intruder. When the intruder invades to the human body, these memory cells can
react rapidly and they start the clonal selection [9]. The clonal selection is needed
to produce sufficient amount of lymphocytes to neutralise the intruder. This clonal
selection is related to antibody-antigen relation and the stimulus of the immune cells.
On this thesis, this clonal selection is used to calculate the stimulus value, based on
the antigen value, for the Kilobots and that affects what kind of action they use.
The relation of the immune system to the Kilobots in this thesis is explained more
specifically on the section 4.1.
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2.2 Swarm Robotics
Swarm robotics is a multi-robotic field, that has a large number of simple robots. The
robots are relatively simple when comparing the task they are designed to complete.
The robots act as a collective group in decentralised and distributed way. These kind
of swarms are often inspired by the nature (e.g. ants, birds). [10] One definition for
the field of swarm robotics is (suggestion by Sahin [11]): ”Swarm robotics is the study
of how large number of relatively simple physically embodied agents can be designed
such that a desired collective behaviour emerges from the local interactions among
agents and between the agents and the environment.”

The characteristics of swarm robotics are, as mentioned above, the decentralised and
distributed control. Other properties are robustness, flexibility and scalability. The
robustness means that the swarm can operate, despite the failure or malfunction
of individual robots. This robustness includes also the decentralised control. De-
centralised control allows the system to work if part of it is destroyed. Flexibility
requires the swarm to be able to complete different kinds of tasks. The scalability is
the ability of swarm robots to complete tasks with different swarm sizes. [11] The
number of robots must be high and they must be homogeneous. Swarm can include
some different types of robots, but not too many. The robots need to collaborate in
order to complete the given task. [10]

The swarm robotics field started evolving in the late 1980s. The first researches
on the field investigated cellular robotic systems, motion planning and cooperative
architectures. The cellular robotic systems such as CEBOT by Fukuda et.al. [12, 13],
CRS by Beni [14] and later SWARM by Jin et.al. [15] investigated the cooperative
task solving methods for multiple simple robots. Motion planning researchers such as
Premvuti and Yuta [16], Arai et.al. [17], Wang [18], Caloud et.al. [19] and Steels [20]
were focused on path planning, collision avoidance and pattern formations. For
example, Steels was researching a multi-robot system, that would explore a planet
and collect precious rocks to transfer back to Earth. This type of mission is easier to
complete with multi-robot system that has decentralised control than controlling each
robot separately. Cooperative architectures (e.g. ACTRESS by Asama et.al. [21])
researched distributed and autonomous systems. This ACTRESS system had three
robotors, that were performing tasks (e.g. pushing) as a group. These robotors
were not capable to perform these tasks individually. This ACTRESS system used
communication network between different levels of the distributed system such as
control, physical and procedural levels.

2.3 Related Work
Immune system behaviour has been implemented in swarm robotics simulations
from the late 1980s [22, 23]. However, creating sufficient population with real robots
has been possible only for recent years due to the cost and features of individual
robots. [10,24]. Raza and Fernandez [25] have stated various robotic algorithms, that
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have been influenced by immune system and also several work that had been done
on that field. The immune system is used in many studies due its decentralised and
simple nature. Raza and Fernandez have also explained the general immune network
algorithm that is used partly in this thesis as well. This algorithm is explained further
on the section 5.3 and it is implemented by Farmer and Packard [26]. The general
immune algorithm is used in several swarm robotic studies. Mitsumoto et.al. [23]
studied a hardware and software implementation with MARS (Micro autonomous
robotic system) robots that uses an immune algorithm to complete the collection task.
This study was only tested in the simulation, that has the details of MARS robot.
Lee et.al. [8, 22, 27] proposed a control method for DARS (Distributed autonomous
robotic system). In their study, the simulated robots were also collecting randomly
placed tasks, such as on the Mitsumoto et.al. study. Razali et.al [28] improved the
proposed algorithm by including a memory model to it. This algorithm eases the
robot to adapt action when the new environment is similar to the previous one. They
used this algorithm to complete a simulated sheep-dog problem, where the robot
dogs used the algorithm to guide the sheeps to a certain area.

The Kilobots have been released in 2012 in a purpose to have larger robot swarms [1].
In recent studies, the sizes of the Kilobot swarms have been from 50 to 1024 [29, 30].
The Kilobots have been used in various tasks from pattern formation [30] to random
walk [31]. Holland et.al. [32] have researched a collective behaviour of Kilobots in
the simulation. They used spotlights to control the movement of Kilobots on the
area. The Kilobots either move to the light source or away from it, regarding to
the control. Reina et.al. [29, 33] use augmented reality with real Kilobots. They
perform tasks such as foraging, pattern formation and collective decision-making.
The augmented reality is capable of tracking individual Kilobots and communicating
with them. With this augmented reality system, the swarm research can be done
more collective way and the environment can be more complex. Valentini et.al. [34]
researched accuracy and speed in decision-making. Their environment was build in
an arena that has two foraging areas and a nest. The Kilobots make decisions at
the nest for which foraging area to enter and they use phototaxis to find the right area.

Even though, Kilobots can be used to create large collectives, they have disabilities,
such as slow movement, communication and they have only two sensors. Other
problem with Kilobot projects is the environment. The Kilobots have limited capa-
bilities to sense the environment or the environment is hard to create in real world.
This leads the researchers to use the simulation [32] or augmented reality with real
Kilobots [29].
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3 The Robot System
This chapter introduces the Kilobot robot and the simulation software used in this
thesis.

3.1 Kilobot
Kilobot is a small robot, designed for researching swarm behaviours [1]. It has three
legs and two vibration motors for slick and slide -type of locomotion and it uses
infrared for communicating. The vibration motors are independently controlled from
0 to 255. These motors allow the Kilobot to move straight and to turn left or right.
The communication distance is only 7 cm, but it can be smaller if the reflection from
the surface is insufficient. However, on the simulation the reflection does not matter.
Kilobots can also measure the distances of other Kilobots via the infrared signal
by calculating the signals travelled time. The Kilobot has also RGB-LED that is
used for communicating with the user or other systems. This LED has three colour
levels. Besides the infrared sensor, Kilobot has light ambient sensor for detecting
the amount of the light and it can be used e.g. phototaxis. The Kilobots are easy
to charge, because they have conductors on the top and on the legs. Charging the
Kilobot works by contacting 6 volts to any of the legs of the Kilobot and contacting
the ground to the charging tab on the top of the Kilobot. More technical information
about the Kilobot robot can be found from the Figure D1 on the Appendix D.

Kilobots have decentralised control and it means that every Kilobot has the same
code at the beginning of the run. There is possibility to change the tasks with slaves
and master, but on this work, the code is generated in decentralised way. At the
beginning of each run, the Kilobot controller sends the code to each Kilobot via
infrared. On the controller, the user has options such as run, sleep, see battery
voltage and pause. These commands are for every Kilobot on the arena. One Kilobot
can be controlled with functions such as set motor speed, LED control, send message
and get message.

(a) Real Kilobot [1] (b) Kilobot on the V-REP
simulation

Figure 1: Real Kilobot and the simulation model
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On the Figure 1, there are the real Kilobot and the V-REP simulation model
for Kilobot. On the left-hand side (Figure 1a), there is a picture of the side and one
from the bottom, and the arrows shows the main parts of the Kilobot robot. A: the
vibration motors, B: Lithium-Ion battery, C: Legs, D: IR transmitter/receiver, E:
RGB LED, F: Charging conductor and G: Ambient light sensor. There is also a 1cm
scale on the top. The right-side picture (Figure 1b) shows the Kilobot model on the
simulation. It has the same function as the real Kilobot, but they are implemented
on a different way. For example, the RGB LED is modelled to change the colour of
the Kilobots body and the infrared is not affected by the reflection from the ground
as with real Kilobots, because it is only modelled to work inside a 7cm radius. The
movement is similar in both cases, although the real environment might have uneven
surface that creates different response for the legs.

The Figure 2 compares some swarm robots. The cost of the Kilobot robot is consid-
erable small when comparing to other robots. This small cost is achieved by creating
a robot, that has only two sensing abilities and simple locomotive. These affects
also to the speed of the robot, but also the battery life. The Kilobot is not able
to move fast, but its battery can last for a long time. This comparison is made at
the time, when the Kilobot robot has been published, so nowadays the comparison
is more competitive. This small cost is good thing when there is a necessary for
building a large swarm, but it has limitations in performance. Small cost robots,
such as Kilobot robot, are also reasonable for research groups, because it does not
need high fundings for research purposes. This makes the Kilobot available to a large
community and it will evolve the swarm robotics research.

Figure 2: Comparison of swarm robots [1].
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3.2 V-REP Simulation
V-REP (Virtual Robot Experimentation Platform) is a 3D simulation platform,
that uses an accurate physic in robotics modelling [35]. It has several models of
different types of robots, vehicles, and shapes. It is used for e.g. making algo-
rithms, designing factory automation and testing prototypes. Each object on the
simulation can be controlled via an unique script. It allows the user to control
the models with embedded scripts, BlueZero or ROS node, a custom solution or a
remote API client. It supports programming languages as: Lua, C/C++, Matlab,
Octave, Python and Java. The amount of different programming languages is an
advantage when comparing to other robot simulators such as Gazebo or Webots [36].
The Figure 3 shows the control architecture of the V-REP. The grey areas are
customizable by the user. The numbers indicates different calls inside the system.
(1) are calls from the client application (e.g. Matlab) to the V-REP, (2) are script
handling calls, that are executed in all child scripts, (3) are Lua calls from the scripts,
(4) are calls to the extension modules (the script calls a custom function), (5) are
event calls to the client application and (6) are event calls to the extension modules [2].

The remote API interface is helpful e.g. running algorithm or managing data from
the V-REP simulation. On this work, the V-REP is connected with Matlab via
remote API interface for illustrating data from the simulation. On the recent study,
Sebastian and Ben-Tzvi [37] used V-REP with Matlab on a similar purpose. Their
research was about path planning in challenging terrain for an autonomous vehicle
and they used Matlab to get the position of the vehicle and to illustrate its movement
next to the simulation. On this work, there are multiple robots to track at the same
time, but the principle is the same.

Figure 3: The control architecture of the V-REP simulator [2].
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V-REP has a model for Kilobot and it is capable to perform almost all the same tasks
than real Kilobots. It was chosen as a platform for this simulation, because it can
perform the Kilobot dynamics in a realistic way and it is easier to adapt to the real
Kilobots in the future. On the simulation, all the Kilobots have its own code that can
be modified independently, but in this thesis they are controlled in a decentralised
way. This is achieved by creating one Kilobot with the feasible algorithm and copying
this Kilobot to create a swarm of robots. This way all the Kilobots have the same
code. The Kilobot arena is built from four barrier elements in order to avoid the
Kilobots to travel too far. The Kilobots need also a Kilobot Controller on the scene.
This Controller sends commands to the Kilobots at the same time (run, pause, reset,
charge and bat volt). The run command starts the Kilobots, the pause command
stops the Kilobots (does not reset the code), the bat volt command shows the battery
voltage of Kilobots by RGB colour scale, the charge command charges the battery
(the battery can be set to decrease by the time function) and reset command starts
the code again and resets the variables on the code. This Kilobot Controller menu
can be seen in Figure 6.

The user interface of the V-REP simulation is shown on the Figure 4. The model
browser on the left, shows the models that are used to built the scene. In addition
to different kind of robots, there are e.g. furnitures, converters, humans and vehicles.
The models that are currently on the scene can be seen on the scene hierarchy
next to the model browser. It is possible to modify each object on the scene by
double-clicking it or by its unique script (the paper logo after an object). On the

Figure 4: The user interface of the V-REP simulation.
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top, there is a toolbar for running the simulation and adjusting the dynamics and
the speed of the simulation.

3.3 Matlab
Matlab is a numerical computing software designed for scientists, engineers and
economics. It has a proprietary programming language developed by MathWorks.
Matlab is designed for plotting data, implementing algorithms, matrix calculus and
interfacing with programs that have different programming languages such as C/C++,
Java and Python. It has also a simulation platform called Simulink for creating
graphical simulations.

The V-REP is connected synchronously with Matlab via the remote API inter-
face. This allows to run the simulation at the same time as Matlab script. When the
Matlab script is started, it creates the concentration matrix, makes connection with
the V-REP, starts the V-REP simulation and starts a loop with timer. This loop
gets the Kilobots’ locations from the V-REP simulation, calculates the concentration
value on these certain locations and sends them to the Kilobots. Inside the loop,
Matlab also calculates the diffusion for the concentration matrix and updates it
regularly. The antibody effect is modelled as stopping the source of producing more
antigen to the area. Inside this loop, Matlab also draws a figure that includes the
values of the concentration matrix and the location of the Kilobots in real time.
After the loop, Matlab makes a video record of the plotted figures for later analyses
and stops the connection with V-REP. The Matlab code and the diffusion function
can be seen at the end of this thesis (see appendices B and C). The diffusion process
is explained more detailed in the section 4.2
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Immune system Robotic system
Antigen Robot’s environment

Antibody Action
Immune cell Kilobot

Stimulus Action Control
Pathogen Target

Table 1: The relationship between the immune system and the robotic system.

4 The Robot Environment
This chapter explains the static environment built on the V-REP simulation and
the change to the dynamic environment with Matlab connection. The dynamic
environment is modelled as spatiotemporal system. The idea is originally from
Mangion et.al. [38]. They introduce one agent, that controls spatiotemporal system
and this thesis implements the idea for swarm of robots. This spatiotemporal system
models the movement of antigens in the immune system. The immune system is
adapted to the Kilobots in a way shown in Table 1. The Kilobot are modelled as
immune cells (more specifically, B-cells) and they chose their action depending on the
environment (antigen concentration). The control for choosing the optimal action
is the stimulus value and it is calculated with the Clonal Selection Algorithm (see
Chapter 5.3). The pathogens produce antigen to the area and are the main targets
for Kilobots. The goal for Kilobots is destroying these pathogens on the area. The
Kilobots sense the environment with light ambient sensor on the static environment,
but on the dynamic environment the sensor values are received from the Matlab.
However, on dynamic environment, the Kilobots’ location is taken from the vision
sensor for more realistic modelling.

4.1 Static Environment
Before implementing actions, the Kilobots capabilities were tested with simple tasks
such as sending messages to each others, blinking LEDs, moving towards the light and
moving around one Kilobot. The dynamics of one Kilobot on the simulation is very
close to the real one. For example, the communication range and the movement are
implemented as a same way. Moving towards the light needed some modifications to
the initial Kilobot model, because the vision sensor that is used for sensing the light
ambient, could not detect the direct light from the sources (spotlight or directional
light) on the simulation. However, this was bypassed by rotating the vision sensor
towards the ground and sensing the reflected light from the floor.

The actions for Kilobots were created as a function on the Kilobot script. The
random walk were implemented first and it does not need any information about the
environment. The chemotaxis action does need a gradient value of the environment.
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At this phase of the work, the gradient (the amount of the light) was sensed from
the ground with vision sensor. The environment needed to have smooth gradient
values (like a heat map) for the Kilobots to know which way to go. In other words,
the neighbouring values cannot have large difference. The spotlights on the V-REP
simulation were used for testing the chemotaxis algorithm, because they provide high
value to the center of the spot and the value decreases the further you are from the
center. However, they were not useful for creating large environment, because the
shape is hexagon and inaccurate, and the simulation allows only eight spotlight to
produce light at the same time. The spotlights were also allowed to produce the light
pattern only to certain areas on the ground and the minimum distance of these areas
is too high for creating accurate environment. The Figure 5 shows the minimum
area, that the spotlight can illuminate on the V-REP simulation. There are also
bright lines on the light, that can not be removed.

The first implementation for the environment was to have a picture of a heat map
on the ground and Kilobots senses the reflected light from it. On this environment
(see Figure 6), the actions and the translation between them was possible to test.
On this figure, the Kilobots have different colour depending on the action they have.
The blue Kilobots are performing random walk, green ones are doing chemotaxis and
the red one has arrived to the local maximum and stays put. This figure also shows
the buttons for the Kilobot Controller. This environment (the heat-map figure on
the floor) was created first in Matlab and then set as a texture on the floor plane.
The environment was static on this point and it was not possible to change the
concentration values.

Figure 5: One Kilobot and the spotlight on the V-REP simulation.
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Figure 6: The Kilobots on a static environment.
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4.2 Dynamic Environment
The dynamic environment was created in order to model the antigen movement
and to be able to affect the environment with Kilobots. This environment should
change regarding to the location of Kilobots. The relation between the dynamic
environment and the Kilobots can be seen on the Figure 7. On this figure, the top
picture shows the position of the Kilobots in the V-REP simulation, the middle
picture shows the environment in the Matlab and the bottom picture shows how
the environment changes after some time goes by on this kind of relation. The time
unit is same for the top and the middle pictures. The red circles on the top picture
presents the current location of the Kilobot and the dotted line points their location
on the environment. The pathogens are the yellow areas on the pictures and they
produce more antigen to the area. There is also the diffusion process at the same
time, that spreads the antigen. After Kilobot arrives close to the source, it eliminates
the pathogen and the antigen production stops (the Kilobot on the left). The effect
of the antibody can be seen on the bottom picture, where the source on the left
stops producing more antigen and the two other sources continues. The antigen
concentration decreases on the area of removed pathogen, because of the diffusion
process.

First idea was to make the environment on the V-REP simulation with multiple
spotlights on top of the Kilobot arena and adjusting the antigen concentration by
changing the colour and brightness of the spotlights. This idea was rejected, because
the resolution of the spotlights on the simulation was insufficient. Next idea was
to create the ground with small plates, acting as a pixels in the V-REP simulation.
The plates were meant to get the concentration values from txt-file and change their

Figure 7: The relation between the environment and the Kilobots.
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colour according to their location. If Kilobot would have arrived on the plate, it
could react for changing its colour. This was possible to create in small scale, but
when the number of plates increased it was too heavy for the simulation to run.
After these two ideas it was considered that the Matlab software would be the best
solution to create dynamic environment.

The Matlab software is connected with V-REP simulation in a way, that the simula-
tion starts automatically, when the user runs the Matlab script. When the Matlab is
started, it sends a run command to the Kilobot controller and the Kilobots starts
to move on the V-REP simulation. The Matlab runs a loop that gets the Kilobots’
locations from the V-REP simulation and plots them in real-time. Matlab also
shows the concentration map at the same time and modifies this map with diffusion
process. On Figure 8, can be seen the simulation running on screenshot. There is
the Matlab on the left-hand side, V-REP simulation on top-right corner and the
real-time plot on bottom-right. The Matlab sends the concentration values to the
Kilobots and they calculate the stimulus value depending on that concentration. On
the V-REP simulation, the four green Kilobots are performing the chemotaxis action,
because they have received high concentration. On the other hand, the two blue
Kilobots have received low concentration and performing the random walk. On the
real-time figure, one of the pathogen sources (the one at location (30,70)) has been
removed, because one Kilobot (the purple line) has removed it and the concentration
is decreased by the diffusion process. The other pathogens keep producing more

Figure 8: The dynamic environment with Matlab.
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antigen to the area. These pathogens are set to the concentration value of 255 at
the beginning of the simulation. The Matlab loop ends when the last pathogen is
removed from the area. After the loop, Matlab quits the V-REP communication
automatically and the Kilobots stop.

On the Matlab, the environment was initially created with a 100x100 concentration
matrix that was scaled to the Kilobot arena on the V-REP simulation. The initial
matrix has high values on certain points and these spots were spread with diffusion
process in order to create gradients. The concentration scale is from 0 to 255. The
goal for Kilobots was to find the local maxima of the area and remove some amount
of the antigen. After this the diffusion process would move the high values to the
removed area and after some time, the local maxima would decrease. This implemen-
tation has one drawback, because the diffusion process needs to be relatively slow in
order to retain gradients on the area. This affects to the removing of the antigen
with Kilobots, because the diffusion process needs time to move the high values to
the removed spots. Because this process is slow, the Kilobots can be stuck on the
local maxima, until the diffusion process decreases it below the chemotaxis thresh-
old. This implementation needed better solution to reduce the effects of this drawback.

Better solution was created with the pathogen sources (see Figure 8). These sources
would produce antigen to the area and when Kilobot will arrive close to one pathogen
source, it will stop the antigen production. This solution can have faster diffusion
process, because more antigen is produced all the time, but on the other hand, it also
need some amount to be removed for avoiding the area to have too high minimum
concentration.

The equation of the diffusion process:

xi,j(t + 1) = (1 − 4 ∗ λ) ∗ xi,j(t) + λ ∗ (xi+1,j(t) + xi−1,j(t) + xi,j+1(t) + xi,j−1(t)) (1)

, where λ is the diffusion coefficient, x is the concentration value, i and j are the row
and column indexes of the concentration matrix. This diffusion equation is used to
update the values of the concentration matrix and the next value is calculated from
the neighbouring values. On the edges and the corners, the equations are different,
because the neighbouring values are smaller than four. For example, on the top left
corner, the equation takes the form:

xi,j(t + 1) = (1 − 2 ∗ λ) ∗ xi,j(t) + λ ∗ (xi+1,j(t) + xi,j+1(t)) (2)

This way the concentration has a normal flow near the borders. If the pathogen
source is near the border, concentration flow is similar to the situation without the
border. This means that the concentration does not form high peaks on the borders
and the Kilobots does not get stuck on those local maximum. This diffusion process
on the concentration matrix is illustrated on the Figure 9. This figure shows, how
the concentration on one pixel changes. This new value is calculated on a new matrix
and its value depends on the neighbouring values.
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Figure 9: The diffusion process on the concentration matrix.
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5 The Robot Actions
The Kilobot has two actions, that are chosen due to the concentration value they sense.
The actions are, as described above, random walk and chemotaxis. The individual
immune cells and bacterias as well, moves similarly to these two actions [39]. The
cells change their movement based on the antigen concentration. This change is
related to the affinity function (see Figure 14), that controls the stimulus value on
different concentration. These actions are implemented on the V-REP simulation
with Lua code [40] and this section explains the action algorithms with pseudocode.
These actions are created as functions at the end of the Kilobot code. The whole
Kilobot code written in Lua, can be found at the end of this thesis on the appendixes
part (see Appendix A).

5.1 Random Walk
Random walk is modelled as consecutive straight and turn steps. Firstly, the Kilobot
makes a straigth move for a time that has been selected randomly from a Lévy
distribution (see Equations 3 and 4 and Figure 11). This distribution allows the step
lengths to be short with high probability, but also allows very long steps infrequently.
Secondly, after the time has been passed, the Kilobot turns left or right for an angle
between 0 and 360 degrees. This time for 360 degrees is chosen approximately for cal-
culating how much time the Kilobot takes to turn whole round. Other consideration
for random walk was Brownian walk, but according to the recent Kilobot study [31],
it performs better on the small area. In this thesis, the Brownian walk is modelled as
consecutive steps and turns and both are taken from uniform distribution (see Figure
10). In other words, every value is equally probable. Fricke et.al. [41,42] have also
showed that the Lévy walk is effective way for modelling the immune cells searching
pattern. Even though, the lognormal distribution is more accurate for modelling the
search, Lévy walk is able to find more new targets on the area, and for that reason
more suitable on this work. Brownian walk was tried on this work with Kilobots,

Figure 10: Uniform distribution for Brownian walk.
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but it was discovered to perform unsuccessfully, because it needs a wide distribution
for performing sufficient search. This wide distribution makes the Kilobots to have
relatively long step sizes and they end up travelling to the borders of the arena. The
Lévy distribution was created from uniform random distribution in Lua code. The
distribution range and the power constant were parameters that were adjusted for
creating suitable performance.

The Figure 12 shows the differences in Brownian and Lévy walks with one Kilobot.
These figures were made with the final version of the system and on a similar setup as
explained at the end of the Chapter 4.2 (see Figure 8). The Lévy walk has a change
in the step lengths according to the Lévy distribution (see Figure 11a), while the
Brownian walk in Figure 12b has steps from the uniform distribution. The parame-
ters for the distribution were selected in order to create the optimal performances
with this certain arena size. The Lévy distribution has the following parameters:
min = 2000, max = 300000 and n = 0.5. The parameters min and max defines
distribution minimum and maximum values and the parameter n defines the degree of
the distribution. The Brownian parameters were min = 6000, max = 20000. These
distributions defines how long time the Kilobot goes forward. These parameters
are also used later for comparing the performances of Lévy and Brownian walk in
Chapter 6. One important difference between these two random walks was how long
time the Kilobot tend to be near the borders. The Brownian walk made the Kilobots
to spend long times trying to get through the borders and that causes the Kilobots
to fall very often. The Kilobot can fall if it moves toward the border in certain angle.
For example, the Kilobot falls on the Figure 12b on the bottom left corner, because
it travelled a long way trying to go through the border. This does not happen so
often with the Lévy walk, because it has smaller step sizes in general, and it stays
near borders for shorter time.

The Lévy distribution is a power-law tail function:

p(l) ≈ l−n−1 (3)

, where n is the power constant between 0 and 2. The Figure 11 shows the Lévy
distribution, when n ∈ [0, 2]. It can be seen that the heavy tail decreases when the
power constant increases. On the Kilobots’ Lua code, the Lévy distribution is created
from the uniform distribution. The step length is calculated with the equation down
below:

l = ((max−n+1 − min−n+1) ∗ yunif + min−n+1)
1

−n+1 (4)

, where l is the step length, min and max are the limits of the distribution, n
is the power constant and yunif is the output of the uniform distribution. On the Lua
code, the random output from the uniform distribution between [0,1] is get with the
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(a) Lévy distribution (b) Lévy distribution for steps

Figure 11: Different Lévy distributions and the one used for calculating the step
sizes.

function math.random(). The constants used on this equation are: max = 300000,
min = 2000 and n = 0.5. The power constant is set to 0.5, because the long steps
were wanted only on rare occasions. The maximum limit for the distribution is high,
in order to allow the long steps be relatively long. This way the distribution gives
long values, but infrequently. The Lévy distribution with these parameters can be
seen on the Figure 11b.

(a) Lévy walk (b) Brownian walk

Figure 12: The comparison of Lévy and Brownian walks with one Kilobot.
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Algorithm 1: Random walk
Result: Performs the random walk
begin

set motors(straight)
straight time = Levy()
wait(straight time)
direction = rand(2)
if direction=1 then

set motors(left)
else

set motors(right)
end
turning time = rand(0,20s)
wait(turning time)
Go to the begin

end

5.2 Chemotaxis
The chemotaxis is needed for the Kilobot to found the highest gradient on the area.
This action can be seen on the Figure 13. On this figure, the Kilobot first performs
random walk and when it comes to the high concentration (around 85), it does
the chemotaxis action. This action is the back-and-forth type movement. The
location of the Kilobot is taken from the light ambient sensor, which is on the front
of the Kilobot. This is why the location line appears to be irregular. Firstly, the
Kilobot gets the initial concentration on the certain spot and starts moving right.
Secondly, after it has turned, it gets a new concentration. If this new concentration
is smaller, the Kilobot changes the direction and starts from the beginning. If the
new concentration is bigger, the direction does not change and the algorithm starts
at the start. If the new and the initial concentration are equal, the direction does not
change and the Kilobot keeps turning. This algorithm performs well on the Kilobot,
even though the main movement is only on right or left, because Kilobot has one
static leg while the other legs move. Because the one leg is static, the Kilobot turns
around it and at the same time it goes a little forward. This effect makes it to move
forward towards the highest gradient. It might be slow to make a long journey, but
on this application it performs well.

One pathogen creates a relatively smooth gradient, at least when the pathogens are
not too close to each other. This allows the Kilobot to find the centre easily, if there is
no noise on the sensing. Other type of chemotaxis was tested by making the Kilobot
to turn around for a whole turn and then trying to go straight on the direction that
has the highest value. This implementation has some drawback regarding to the
Kilobots unique way of turning and way V-REP simulation runs the Kilobot code.
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When the Kilobot arrived to the area, where it performs the chemotaxis, it starts
turning, but it ends up back to the area where it performs the random walk and goes
to the opposite direction. This happens, because the V-REP simulation runs the
Kilobot code in fast loops and it changes the action instantly, when the stimulus value
get low. The Kilobots unique turn makes it inaccurate to find the direction. By these
reasons, the chemotaxis explained earlier on this chapter was chosen the optimal one.

Figure 13: One Kilobot performing the chemotaxis action.
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Algorithm 2: Chemotaxis
Data: direction
Result: Performs the chemotaxis
begin

init con = get concentration
set motors(direction)
new con = get concentration
if new con > init con then

Go to the begin
end
if new con < init con then

if direction = left then
direction = right

else
direction = left

end
Go to the begin

end
if new con = init con then

Go to the begin
end

end

5.3 The Immune Algorithm
The immune algorithm is based on the equations introduced by Farmer et.al. [26]
and later used in researches such as [8, 28]. On this thesis it is used to choose the
suitable action for Kilobots on different antigen concentration level. Even though, the
equations are based on the specific B-cells and their antigen sensing abilities, similar
mechanism can be found from other immune cells as well (e.g. neutrophils [43]). This
algorithm models the method inside the immune cell, that controls the migration
based on the stimulus response, but in a simplified way. Inside the real immune cells,
the mechanism is more complicated. This algorithm is formed with three equations
(5 - 7), and the affinity function (see Figure 14).

Stimulus value:
Si(t) = Si(t − 1) + (βgi − ci(t − 1) − ki) si(t − 1) (5)

, where Si(t − 1) is the previous stimulus value, β is the response rate with the
antigen, gi is the affinity function, c is the T-cell concentration, k is natural extinction
coefficient and si(t − 1) is the previous antibody concentration.

The concentration of antibody:

si(t) = 1
1 + exp (0.5 − Si(t))

(6)
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, where Si(t) is the stimulus value from the equation 5. The action is chosen regarding
which action has the largest antibody concentration.

The concentration of T-cell:

ci(t) = η(1 − gi(t)) Si(t) (7)

, where η is activation constant, gi(t) is the affinity function and Si(t) is the stimulus
value.

The affinity function shows the relation between antigen and the antibody. The
affinity gi is calculated as shown on the Figure 14. The affinity g1 is for the random
walk and it is used mainly when the concentration is small. On the other hand, the
affinity g2 is for the chemotaxis and it is more dominate on the high concentrations.
The random walk line is set only to the third of the maximum antigen concentration,
because it is not suitable action when the concentration is very high.

The immune algorithm (see Algorithm 3) is the core of the Kilobots code. It
gets the antigen concentration from the environment, calculates the affinity between
the current antigen and antibody, calculates the stimulus value and finds the action
that has the highest antibody concentration for current antigen. The actions are
explained on the Algorithms 1 and 2. The antibody concentration (Equation 6) is
calculated separately for these actions. At the initialisation, the random walk is
chosen for the first action to perform.

Figure 14: The affinity function presents the relation between the antigen and the
antibody.
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Algorithm 3: The immune algorithm
Data: The concentration of antigen
Result: Validates the best action
Initialization:
t = 0, Si(t) = 0.5, si(t) = 0.5
maxidx=1 (Random walk)
(i=0...N-1, N = the number of actions)

begin
con = get concentration
Action = actions(maxidx)
Action()
Calculate gi(t)
for i=0...N do

Calculate Si(t)
Calculate si(t)
Calculate ci(t)

end
maxidx = max(s(t))
t = t + 1
Go to the begin

end
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6 Results
The final version of the system is build with Matlab as discussed on the Chapter
4.2. The environment used for the performance analysis has three pathogens sources
that produces antigen to the area until one Kilobot reaches it. The simulation is
stopped, when the last pathogen is found on the area. The Kilobots do not have any
communication with each others and they only sense the environment via Matlab.
The Kilobots do not know any information about the environment and the only
information they have, is the concentration value on their current location. The Lévy
walk + chemotaxis combination was chosen for the optimal one for this experiment
and this combination is used to test different swarm sizes. The Figure 16 shows a
time-lapse picture about the location of the Kilobots and the concentration map on
10, 500, 1000 and 1305 time units. The antigen spreads rapidly at the beginning (see
Figures 16a and 16b), but later decelerates due to the decay process. This decay was
implemented only for avoiding the concentration to get too high on the arena. The
Kilobots starts from the bottom-right corner and they start exploring the arena with
the random walk. The initial position of the Kilobots on the V-REP simulation can
be seen on the Figure 15. At this example, the exploration is very effective at the
beginning, because every Kilobot goes to a different direction (on the Figure 16b).
The last figure (see Figure 16d) is taken when the last pathogen source is found,
and that is why the difference between two latter captures is only 300 time units.
On the Figure 16c, the pathogen source at the center of the area has been removed
and the diffusion process has started to decrease the concentration on that area.
The yellow Kilobot removed this pathogen and it can be seen that it stays near the
pathogen after it has been removed, because the diffusion process need some time to
decrease the concentration below the chemotaxis stimulus value. On the last figure,
the pathogen on the right has been removed just before the last one on the left.

Figure 15: The initial position of Kilobots on the V-REP simulation.
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The diffusion process was implemented in a way that it spreads the antigen effectively,
but also decrease the removed areas fast enough for avoiding the Kilobots to get stuck
on those local maximum points for long time. The local minimum points between
two close pathogens were also difficult for the Kilobots when the simulation has run
for a long time. This happens, because the diffusion process gets slower by time
(see the curve on the Figure 18a). This makes the concentration values to change
slowly and it creates a plane area between the pathogens. This plane area makes
the Kilobots to keep turning on one direction on the area, because the values they
sense, are the same. This problem was removed by making the diffusion process slow
enough, that the Kilobots could reach the pathogens, before the diffusion gets too
slow.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 16: Time-lapse capture of simulation with 5 Kilobots
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The whole structure of the robotic system and the relations between different parts
can be seen on the Figure 17. This figure shows what kind of data are transferred
between the systems and where the different processes are run. For example, the
figure shows that Matlab sends the antigen concentration to the Kilobot and it gets
the Kilobots location from the V-REP simulation. The Kilobot code is run inside the
V-REP simulation, that also models the physics for the robot. The physics allowed
the Kilobots to collide with each other and with the border walls. These collides
sometimes made the Kilobots fall on side and being unable to move. Matlab has the
environment processes, that are made for creating the spatiotemporal system for the
antigen concentration. The whole system is run from Matlab and the simulation start
and stop commands are send from Matlab. The Matlab and the V-REP simulation
have synchronous connection in order to be able to communicate and run the Kilobots
and the environment at the same time.

Figure 17: The structure of the robotic system.
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7 Analysis
This chapter analyses the final version with performance measurements e.g. pathogens
distance to the nearest Kilobot and internal distance of robots. The simulation was
tested with three different swarm sizes for performance comparison. The sizes were 2,
5 and 10 Kilobots. These following subchapters shows the performance with different
swarm sizes, but similar settings.

7.1 Performance Measurements
The Figure 18 is an example of methods used for analysing the simulation run
with two Kilobots. On this example, the Kilobots used Lévy walk and chemotaxis.
The Figure 18a shows the average antigen concentration on the area by time. The
concentration start from zero and increase relatively fast. The quick changes on the
concentration are the times when pathogen source is eliminated, because then it
will stop producing more antigen to the area. There are three pathogens initially
and two of them are removed at around 700 and 1200 time units. When the last
pathogen is removed, the simulation stops (near 3000 time units). The Figure 18b is
the dispersion value of the Kilobots. It is calculated by taking the average distance
of all Kilobots. On this example, there are only two Kilobots, so it changes rapidly,
but with larger swarm the change is slower.

(a) Average total concentration (b) Dispersion value

(c) The nearest Kilobots (d) Kilobots’ locations

Figure 18: Performance with 2 Kilobots
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(a) Average total concentration (b) Dispersion value

(c) The nearest Kilobot (d) Kilobots’ locations

Figure 19: Performance with 5 Kilobots

(a) Average total concentration (b) Dispersion value

(c) The nearest Kilobot (d) Kilobots’ locations

Figure 20: Performance with 10 Kilobots
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The Figure 18c illustrates the pathogens distance to their nearest Kilobot. It
is calculated by taking the average of each pathogens distance to its closest Kilobot.
When the pathogen is removed, its distance is not calculated anymore. This can be
seen when the first and the second pathogens are removed (at around 700 and 1200
time units). At these times, the value increases rapidly, because there is only two
Kilobots, but with larger swarms the change depends on the other Kilobots location.
This graph expresses the efficiency of the swarm search, because it shows how fast
the Kilobots travel toward pathogen. The Figure 18d shows paths of the Kilobots
during the simulation run and the concentration map at the end. This Figure shows
the coverage of the swarm during the run. The Figures 19 and 20 shows the same
graphs with five and ten Kilobots. These figures expresses only one example run
with these swarm sizes.

7.2 Performance With 5 Simulation Runs
This section analyses the performance with different swarm sizes and also compares
the Brownian and Lévy walks. On the Table 2, the first three rows are performed
with Lévy walk and Chemotaxis as a Kilobot actions. The 5B on the bottom is
made with Brownian walk and Chemotaxis for comparison with the Lévy walk with
5 Kilobots. The parameters for these random walks are shown on the Chapter 5.1.
The columns are based on the graphs explained earlier on the Chapter 7.2. The
Concentration column is an average value of maximum concentration. The value is
related to the efficiency of the swarm, because the concentration level is smaller, if
the pathogen sources are removed on an early phase.

The Dispersion column expresses the average distance between Kilobots. This
Dispersion value shows how effective the swarm is searching new targets, but with
this value has to be careful with the extreme situation, where Kilobots are stuck
on the opposite corners of the arena. On this situation the value gets relatively
high, but it is not effective by the means of searching new targets. However, this did
not happen very often during these experiments. The Near Kilobot column is an
average value of the pathogens nearest Kilobot and the Near derivative column is a
derivative value of this column. This derivative indicates the efficiency of the swarm.
When the value is small, the swarm has travelled rapidly to the pathogens and higher
values indicates slower approach. Interesting thing with this column is the difference
between five and ten Kilobots. The average value with ten Kilobots is smaller than
with five Kilobots, which is expected, but the derivative value is smaller with ten
Kilobots. This means that ten Kilobots are in general closer to the pathogens, but
slower to find them.
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Swarm size Concentration Dispersion Near Kilobot Near deriv. Iteration Sim. time
2 30.53 26.20 36.56 -0.028 2872.40 23.77
5 23.03 34.96 29.88 -0.040 1805.20 11.52
10 23.41 32.43 27.67 -0.035 1757.60 7.78
5B 24.50 36.39 30.27 -0.039 1826.40 11.14

Table 2: Performance measures in 5 runs.

When considering the optimal swarm size for this arena size. It could be something
between five and ten Kilobots, because the performance does not change too much.
Larger swarms were not considered with this arena, because there would have been
too many Kilobots and they would only collide with each other and being unable
to move. The Iteration column is the Matlab iterations and in each iteration the
Kilobots get updated location and the environment is updated with diffusion and
decay processes. The Simulation time column is the V-REP simulation time. This
time is highly related to the swarm size. For example, one run with two Kilobots
took 23:00 simulation minutes and 8:01 minutes in real-time. The same values for
one run with ten Kilobots were 5:57 simulation and 9:51 real-time minutes. Here,
the differences with the simulation minutes are relatively large, even though the
real-time minutes have o small difference. The swarm size also affect to the Matlab
iterations, because there is a loop that goes through all Kilobots independently for
getting their locations and sending the new concentration value. When recording
the times for these two examples, the Matlab iteration values were 2753 with two
Kilobots and 1732 with ten Kilobots.

The difference between the Brownian and Lévy walk was not very remarkable,
even though the Lévy walk has better results in total concentration levels and dis-
persion. These values indicates the differences that were noticed also on the Chapter
5.1. The differences are the way these walks behave near borders. Brownian walk
needed to have wide scale on the step sizes in order to perform sufficiently. The wide
scale is needed for the Kilobots to perform effective search. With narrow scale, the
Kilobots would only search small areas. This wide scale make the Kilobots to have
relatively long steps and they appears to be near the borders. Because the Kilobots
travelled towards the borders, they tend to fall and it take time to pick them back
on the upright position. The Kilobots do fall also with the Lévy walk, but not as
often as with Brownian walk.

Some testes were run with only random walk, but they were not successful on
this application. Their bad performance is related to the fact that Kilobot needs
to be very close to the pathogen to be capable for removing it. Even though, the
coverage was good with only random walk, this fact caused them to find the pathogens
only by luck. There was one surprisingly good run, but all of the others took too
long time to even run the simulation until the end.
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8 Conclusions
This thesis presents a simulation model for immune cell behaviour with Kilobot
robots. This behaviour was implemented in a simplified way, because the realistic
immune cell behaviour is far more complex to implement in a short period of time.
This thesis was focusing more on creating the robotic system and that is also why
the immune cell behaviour was simplified. Because of these reasons, the immune
cell behaviour needs more research for creating more realistic algorithm. However,
this robotic system is able to show the main characteristics from the immune system
and it was used successfully for searching and destroying the pathogens. The large
swarm sizes are effective in search, because the search is based on random walk and
large number have a wider coverage. However, the swarm size need to be adjust on
the size of the area. The environment tested on this thesis has an optimal swarm
size of ten Kilobots, because the results between five and ten Kilobots do not have a
big difference. The size of the arena is also relatively small in order to test larger
swarms in a sufficient way. The limits of the Kilobot robots are their slow motion
and communication abilities, but their capabilities are sufficient enough to test the
immune cell behaviour, because immune cells are itself relatively simple.

Creating algorithm, that is able to exploit the characteristics of the immune system
is necessary for swarm robotics for achieving robust, flexible and scalable behaviour.
Well-designed algorithms make the swarm more intelligent and allows them to per-
form complicated tasks, that would not be achievable with one robot from the swarm.
This kind of artificial immune algorithm can be used e.g. searching and eliminating
oil spills or other toxic chemicals at sea and on land with swarm of robots. This algo-
rithm was created in order to control a spatiotemporal field such as slowly spreading
chemical. The advantage with this algorithm is that it need only one sensor for
searching the target and it can be used with simple swarm robots.

8.1 Future Work
Possible improvements for this work and future research paths are implementing this
environment for real Kilobots and making more realistic immune cell behaviour. The
real Kilobot environment is possible to create with augmented reality as proposed by
Reina et.al. [29], with controlled spotlights or with video projector. This way the
Kilobots could use the light ambient sensor to navigate on the area. This environment
should be able to change regarding to the Kilobots location or by communicating
with them. Other idea for creating the real-world environment is to use the kilogrid
platform [44] to overcome the sensing and actuating abilities of the Kilobot robot.
This system has an infrared plate, where the Kilobots are and the Kilobots are
able to communicate whenever they are on the plate. It is also possible to collect
data such as Kilobots location. This system is also able to create an pheromone
communication between the Kilobots.
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More realistic immune cell behaviour needs more research, because the immune
system is far more complex than the model in this work. One idea for the communi-
cation between the Kilobots is to create a communication layer in a similar way than
the antigen concentration map. This layer works as a pheromones in ant colonies
and it models the immune cell communication via chemicals. The immune cells does
not communicate directly, but via chemicals they release on the area. The Kilobots
would produce some chemical on this layer and the other Kilobots could follow this
chemical to the pathogen. This chemical should also evaporate from the ground
after some time. This communication layer could also have dispersion or aggregation
mechanism for more efficient and adaptable cooperative behaviour. Immune cells also
have a threshold for the stimulus value and when this threshold is extended, the cells
became inactive and starts wandering away from the pathogens. The environment
could also have negative gradient for showing the areas, where the Kilobots have
already been. The pathogen sources could also move on the area to provide more
realistic model.
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A The Kilobot Code
This appendix presents the code used for controlling the Kilobots. The code is same
for all Kilobots on the swarm. This code has been written in Lua-language in the
V-REP simulation environment.

-- for demo
-- variables
substate1=0
substatett=0
KiloState = 0
KiloCounter = 0
State = 0
other_robots_id = {}
t = 1 -- Loop counter
S = {} -- Stimulus value of antibody
s = {} -- Concentration of antibody (this robot)
m = {} -- Mutual stimulus coefficient
g_ = {} -- The affinity value
sj = {} -- Concentration of antibody (other robot)
c = {} -- Concentration of T-cell
flag = 1 -- Used in communication to send more than 3 digits
maxindex=1 -- The index that has the highest value in s (the action)
N = 2 -- The number of actions
signalValue = 0 -- The concentration value of the environment (antigen)
direction = 0 -- The turning direction in chemotaxis. 0=left, 1=right.

-- constants
SLAVE = 1
MASTER = 2
INIT = 0
WAIT = 1
PGMCODE = 77
alpha = 0.5 -- Response rate of other robot
bheta = 0.005 -- Response rate of environment (antigen)
eta = 1
k = 0.002 -- The natural extinction coefficient

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Functions similar to C API
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

function user_prgm()
--/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
--//user program code goes below. this code needs to exit in
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a reasonable amount of time
--//so the special message controller can also run
--/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

--/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
--// //
--// In the function, the robot chooses an action (random walk, //
--// chemotaxis or stay put) //
--// regarding to the concentration (antigen) of the area. //
--// //
--/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

------------------------------
-- Initialization --
------------------------------

if(t == 1)then
-------------------------------------------------------
-- Connection with Matlab. Only one Kilobot makes it --
-------------------------------------------------------
suf = simGetNameSuffix(KilobotHanlde)
if (suf == -1)then

simExtRemoteApiStart(19999)
end

-------------------------------
-- The stimulus coefficients --
-------------------------------
c[1] = {} -- Concentration of T-cell (controls the concentration
of antibody)

S[1] = {0.5,0.5} -- The stimulus value of antibody
s[1] = {0.5,0.5} -- Antibody concentration of this robot
sj = {0.5,0.5} -- Antibody concentration of other robot

---------------------------------------
-- Randomseed for more random output --
---------------------------------------
math.randomseed(os.time())
math.random();
math.random();
math.random();

end

-------------------------------
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-- Choosing action --
-------------------------------
if(maxindex==1)then

set_color(0,0,3) --blue
random_move()

elseif(maxindex==2)then
set_color(0,3,0) --green
chemotaxis()

end
if(signalValue>205)then

set_color(3,0,0) --red
end

light_amount = get_antigen()

g_[t]={} -- Creates an empty array for g, but doesn’t
remove the earlier ones

-------------------------------
-- The affinity function --
-------------------------------
if(light_amount>=0 and light_amount<85)then

g_[t][1] = -(1/85)*light_amount+1
g_[t][2] = (1/255)*light_amount

elseif(light_amount>=85 and light_amount<=255)then
g_[t][1] = 0
g_[t][2] = (1/255)*light_amount

end

--------------------------------------
-- Finding the max value from the --
-- antibody concentration s(t-1) --
--------------------------------------
if(t==1)then

maxi = maxtable(s)
else

maxi = maxtable(s[t-1])
end

for i=1,N do
if (t==1) then

maxindex=1
break

else
if (maxi == s[t-1][i]) then
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maxindex=i
break

else
maxindex=1

end
end

end

if (maxindex==nil)then
maxindex=1

end

total = 0
sum = 0

if t~=1 then
S[t] = {}
s[t] = {}
c[t] = {}

end
-------------------------------
-- The immune algorithm --
-------------------------------
for i=1,N do -- looping from 1 to 4

if t~=1 then
Si = S[t-1][i] + (bheta*g_[t][i] - c[t-1][i]-k) * s[t-1][i]
S[t][i]=Si -- Inserting value of Si to the list of S
in the position of i

s[t][i] = 1/(1+ math.exp(0.5-Si))
c[t][i] = eta*(1-g_[t][i])*Si

else
c[t][i] = eta*(1-g_[t][i])*0.5

end
end

t=t+1

--////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
--//END OF USER CODE
--////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
end

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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--//MY FUNCTIONS!!!!!!!
--////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

----------------------------------------------------------------
-- This function gets the concentration values from Matlab. --
----------------------------------------------------------------
function get_antigen()

suf = simGetNameSuffix(KilobotHanlde)
suf = suf + 2
signalName = ’signalName’ .. suf

-- light_amount = get_ambient_light() -- Without Matlab!!!!!!
-- This uses the light ambient sensor values
-- signalValue = 255*light_amount

signalValue=simGetFloatSignal(signalName) -- With Matlab!!
return signalValue

end

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- This function applies the random walk. It goes straight for a 0
-- to 200 sec time. --
-- After that, the kilobot turns on every second time right and every
-- other time left. --
-- The turning angle is choosed from a uniform distribution between
-- 0 to 180 degrees. --
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function random_move()

if (substatett==0) then
set_motor(cw_in_straight,ccw_in_straight)
substatett=substatett+1
delay_start=simGetSimulationTime()

elseif (substatett==1) then
-- math.random(6000,20000) for Brownian
straight_time = Levy()--2000 for testing
if (_delay_ms(straight_time)==1) then --50ms to 1300ms

substatett=substatett+1
end

elseif (substatett==2) then
direction2 = math.random() -- which way to rotate.
if (direction2<0.5) then

set_motor(0,ccw_in_straight)
else

set_motor(cw_in_straight,0)
end
substatett=substatett+1
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delay_start=simGetSimulationTime()
elseif (substatett==3) then
-- random angle between 0 and 360 degrees

turning_time = math.random(0, 20000)
if (_delay_ms(turning_time)==1) then -- 20000ms for full round

substatett=0
end

end
end

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- This function makes the Kilobot to move on right and left --
-- and if the concentration is --
-- smaller, the direction changes. This way the Kilobot will go --
-- towards the highest gradient. --
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function chemotaxis()

if(substate == 0) then
cur_amb = get_antigen()
if(direction==0)then

set_motor(cw_in_straight,0)
elseif(direction==1)then

set_motor(0,ccw_in_straight)
end
substate=100

elseif(substate==100)then
next_amb= get_antigen()
if(next_amb>cur_amb)then

substate=0
elseif(next_amb<cur_amb)then

if(direction==0)then
direction = 1

elseif(direction==1)then
direction=0

end
substate=0

else
substate = 0

end
end

end

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- This function takes the length of straigh move from the Levy --
-- distribution. The Levy distribution is generated with the uniform --
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-- random generator. --
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function Levy()

limit_min = 2000 -- Min limit of the range
limit_max = 300000 -- Max limit of the range
-- The value of uniform distribution between [0,1]
y_unif = math.random()
n = 0.5 -- distribution power limits [0,2]]
length = ((limit_max^(-n+1) - limit_min^(-n+1))*y_unif
+ limit_min^(-n+1))^(1/(-n+1))
return length

end

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- This function is biased random walk. The difference to the random --
-- walk is the turning angle. In this function the turning angle is from --
-- 0 to 90 degrees. --
-- NOT USED!!! --
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function chemotaxis_not_used() -- Function for chemotaxis

if (substate==320) then
set_motor(cw_in_straight,ccw_in_straight)
substate=substate+1
delay_start=simGetSimulationTime()

elseif (substate==1) then
straight_time = math.random(0, 400000)

if (_delay_ms(straight_time)==1) then --50ms to 1300ms
substate=substate+1

end
elseif (substate==2) then

direction = math.random(0, 100) -- which way to rotate.
if (direction<50) then

set_motor(0,ccw_in_straight)
else

set_motor(cw_in_straight,0)
end
substate=substate+1
delay_start=simGetSimulationTime()

elseif (substate==3) then
-- biased towards the high gradient

turning_time = math.random(0, 5000)
if (_delay_ms(turning_time)==1) then -- 20000ms for full round

substate=0
end

end
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end

-----------------------------------------------------------
-- This function returns the highest value from a table --
-----------------------------------------------------------
function maxtable(a)

local values = {}

for k,v in pairs(a) do
values[#values+1] = v

end
table.sort(values) -- automatically sorts lowest to highest

return values[#values]
end
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B The Matlab Environment Code
This section presents the code used for creating the environment for the Kilobots
and for communicating with the V-REP simulation.

% Copyright 2006-2017 Coppelia Robotics GmbH. All rights reserved.
% marc@coppeliarobotics.com
% www.coppeliarobotics.com
%
% -------------------------------------------------------------------
% THIS FILE IS DISTRIBUTED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
% WARRANTY. THE USER WILL USE IT AT HIS/HER OWN RISK. THE ORIGINAL
% AUTHORS AND COPPELIA ROBOTICS GMBH WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR DATA LOSS,
% DAMAGES, LOSS OF PROFITS OR ANY OTHER KIND OF LOSS WHILE USING OR
% MISUSING THIS SOFTWARE.
%
% You are free to use/modify/distribute this file for whatever purpose!
% -------------------------------------------------------------------
%
% This file was automatically created for V-REP release
% V3.4.0 rev. 1 on April 5th 2017

% This small example illustrates how to use the remote API
% synchronous mode. The synchronous mode needs to be
% pre-enabled on the server side. You would do this by
% starting the server (e.g. in a child script) with:
%
% simExtRemoteApiStart(19999,1300,false,true)
%
% But in this example we try to connect on port
% 19997 where there should be a continuous remote API
% server service already running and pre-enabled for
% synchronous mode.
%
% IMPORTANT: for each successful call to simxStart, there
% should be a corresponding call to simxFinish at the end!
%clear all;
function Environment()

N=100;
M=100;
pixelx=0.00955;
pixely=0.01003;
antibody_affect=0;

%map = colormap(hot(255)); % Color of the map
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colormap default;

pathogens=[20,20;30,70;50,50];
pat_size = size(pathogens);
test = zeros(100);
for i=1:pat_size(1)

test(pathogens(i,1)-1:pathogens(i,1)+1,pathogens(i,2)
-1:pathogens(i,2)+1) = 255;

end

disp(’Program started’);
% vrep=remApi(’remoteApi’,’extApi.h’); % using the header (requires a compiler)
vrep=remApi(’remoteApi’); % using the prototype file (remoteApiProto.m)
vrep.simxFinish(-1); % just in case, close all opened connections
clientID=vrep.simxStart(’127.0.0.1’,19997,true,true,5000,5);

if (clientID>-1)
disp(’Connected to remote API server’);

% enable the synchronous mode on the client:
vrep.simxSynchronous(clientID,true);

% start the simulation:
vrep.simxStartSimulation(clientID,vrep.simx_opmode_blocking);

vrep.simxSynchronous(clientID,false);

num_kilobots = 0;

[returnCode,handles,intData,floatData,stringData]
=vrep.simxGetObjectGroupData(clientID,vrep.sim_appobj_object_type,0
,vrep.simx_opmode_blocking);

a=size(handles);
s2=’KilobotD’;
for i=1:a(2)

s1=stringData{i,1};
s4 = size(s1);
if (s4(2)>=13) %8 in KilobotD 13 for Vision_sensor

s3 = s1(1:13); %8 in KilobotD
if(strcmp(s3,s2))

num_kilobots = num_kilobots+1;
kilohandles(num_kilobots) = handles(i);
vrep.simxGetObjectPosition(clientID,kilohandles(num_kilobots)
,-1,vrep.simx_opmode_streaming);

end
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end
end

disp(’In the loop.’)

count = 1;
thou=1;
k = 0;
runsignal = 3;
exit = 0;
gui = 0;
stop_pathogen = zeros(1,3);
stopped_pathogens = 0;
antigen_extinction = 0.9999;%7
pathogen_dist = zeros(num_kilobots,pat_size(1));
old_dist = 0;
iteration = 10000;

vrep.simxSetIntegerSignal(clientID,’runsignal’
,runsignal,vrep.simx_opmode_oneshot);
pause(2);
vrep.simxClearIntegerSignal(clientID,’runsignal’,vrep.simx_opmode_oneshot);
while (1)

for idx1=1:num_kilobots
[returnCode1,position1]=vrep.simxGetObjectPosition(clientID
,kilohandles(idx1),-1,vrep.simx_opmode_buffer);

for xx=1:2
positionarray(idx1,xx) = position1(xx);

end
end

if (returnCode1==vrep.simx_return_ok)
for idx = 1:num_kilobots

position = positionarray(idx,:);
row = abs(position(1)-(-0.315))/pixelx;
col = abs(position(2)-(0.229))/pixely;
int_row = round(row);
if(int_row>100) % Making sure that the limits do not exceed

int_row=100;
end
if(int_row<1)

int_row = 1;
end
int_col = round(col);
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if(int_col>100) % Making sure that the limits do not exceed
int_col=100;

end
if(int_col<1)

int_col = 1;
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculating the distance between each kilo %
% and pathogen. The result = Kilo*pathogen matrix %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for i=1:pat_size(1)

distance = sqrt((row-pathogens(i,1))^2+(col-pathogens(i,2))^2);
pathogen_dist(idx,i) = distance;

end
kilo_locations(1,idx) = row;
kilo_locations(2,idx) = col;

con_value = test(int_row,int_col);

maxval=max(max(test));
highspot = maxval*0.8;
sendfloat = con_value;
if(idx<10)

idxstr=char(48+idx);
else

number1=char(49);
number2=char(48+idx-10);
numbers = [number1,number2];
idxstr=join(numbers);

end
str=[’signalName’,idxstr];
signalName=join(str);

vrep.simxSetFloatSignal(clientID,signalName,sendfloat
,vrep.simx_opmode_oneshot);

x(idx,count)=col;
y(idx,count)=row;

for l=1:pat_size
if ((pathogens(l,1)+3 > int_row && pathogens(l,1)-3 < int_row)
&& (pathogens(l,2)+3 > int_col && pathogens(l,2)-3 < int_col))

if (stop_pathogen(l)==0)
stop_pathogen(l) = 1;
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stopped_pathogens = stopped_pathogens + 1;
break;

end
end

end
end % This end is for the kilobot loop!

if(stopped_pathogens == 0)
count0=count

end
if(stopped_pathogens == 1)

antigen_extinction = 0.9998;
count1=count

end
if(stopped_pathogens == 2)

antigen_extinction = 0.9998;
count2=count

end
if(stopped_pathogens == 3)

exit = 1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% The diffusion function is used here!! %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for j=1:pat_size(1)

if(stop_pathogen(j)==0)
test(pathogens(j,1)-1:pathogens(j,1)
+1,pathogens(j,2)-1:pathogens(j,2)+1) = 255;

end
end
%stopped_pathogens
if(stopped_pathogens==pat_size(1))

antigen_extinction = 0.999;
end

dif_img=env_pathogen(test,antigen_extinction);
test=dif_img;
test(:,:)=test(:,:).*antigen_extinction;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Getting the min and total distance from %
% the kilo*pat matrix %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for i=1:pat_size(1)
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if(stop_pathogen(i)==0)
min_dist(i) = min(pathogen_dist(:,i));

end
end
total_min(count) = sum(min_dist)/pat_size(1);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculating the inner distances of Kilos %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for i=1:num_kilobots

loc_i(1) = kilo_locations(1,i);
loc_i(2) = kilo_locations(2,i);
for j=1:num_kilobots

loc_j(1) = kilo_locations(1,j);
loc_j(2) = kilo_locations(2,j);
inner_dist(i,j) = sqrt((loc_j(1)-loc_i(1))^2
+((loc_j(2)-loc_i(2))^2));

end
end
sum_inner_dist(count) = sum(sum(inner_dist)
/num_kilobots)/num_kilobots;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Plotting the location of kilobots %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
colorcount = 1;
for idx=1:num_kilobots

colors = ’ymcrgbwk’;
color = colors(colorcount);
if (colorcount==8)

colorcount = 1;
end
colorcount = colorcount + 1;
plot(x(idx,1:count-1),y(idx,1:count-1),color);

end

drawnow;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Creating the time-lapse figures %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if(count==10 || count==500 || count==1000 || count==1500 || count==2000
|| count==2500 || count==3000)
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k=k+1;
timelapse(k)=getframe;
timelapsec(k) = count;

end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% This is for the mov file creation!! %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%F(count) = getframe; % This is for the mov file creation

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% This is for calculating the total %
% concentration %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
total_con(count) = sum(sum(test))/10000;

if(exit==0)
count = count+1;

end

end % This is for the if returncode is ok

h=imagesc(test);
if(count < 2)

h=imagesc(test);
%gui = 1;

end
if(count < 10 && count > 2)

%h=imagesc(test);
movegui(h,’southeast’);

end
hold on;

if(exit == 1)
break;

end
end
disp(’Loop ended!’);
%aa = zeros(100);
imagesc(test);
hold on;
%colormap white;

colorcount = 1;
for idx=1:num_kilobots
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colors = ’ymcrgbwk’;
color = colors(colorcount);
if (colorcount==8)

colorcount = 1;
end
colorcount = colorcount + 1;
plot(x(idx,:),y(idx,:),color);
if(idx<10)

idxstr=char(48+idx);
else

number1=char(49);
number2=char(48+idx-10);
numbers = [number1,number2];
idxstr=join(numbers);

end
label = [’Kilobot’, idxstr];
name = join(label);
legendinfo{idx} = name;

end
k=k+1;
timelapse(k)=getframe;
timelapsec(k)=count;

title(’The location of the Kilobot and the concentration map’);
legend(legendinfo);
xlabel(’x pos’);
ylabel(’y pos’);
%figure;
%surf(test)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Making video of the plot!! %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% v = VideoWriter(’Test_movie.avi’);
% open(v);
% writeVideo(v,F);
% close(v);

% figure;
% d1 = plot(1:count,total_min(:)); % Nearest kilobot for each pathogen
% title(’Sum of distances of each pathogen and its nearest Kilobot’);
% legend(’Min distance’);
% xlabel(’Simulation time’);
% ylabel(’Distance’);
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% movegui(d1,’northeast’);

% figure;
% d3 = plot(1:count,sum_inner_dist(:)); % Kilobots dispersion measure
% title(’Sum of Kilobots inner distances’);
% legend(’Average inner distance’);
% xlabel(’Simulation time’);
% ylabel(’Distance’);
% movegui(d3,’southwest’);

% figure;
% d4 = plot([1:count],total_con(:)); % total concentration plot
% title(’Total concentration’);
% legend(’The average concentration’);
% xlabel(’Simulation time’);
% ylabel(’Concentration’);
% movegui(d4,’northwest’);

% last response from the simulation in ms
% converting to mins: mins = (simtime*10^(-3))/60
simtime=vrep.simxGetLastCmdTime(clientID);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% SAVING DATA: %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% save(’Levy_only_5_kilos_3.mat’,’total_con’);
% save(’Levy_only_5_kilos_3.mat’,’total_min’,’-append’);
% save(’Levy_only_5_kilos_3.mat’,’sum_inner_dist’,’-append’);
% save(’Levy_only_5_kilos_3.mat’,’count’,’-append’);
% save(’Levy_only_5_kilos_3.mat’,’simtime’,’-append’);
% save(’Levy_only_5_kilos_3.mat’,’test’,’-append’);
% save(’Levy_only_5_kilos_3.mat’,’num_kilobots’,’-append’);
% save(’Levy_only_5_kilos_3.mat’,’x’,’-append’);
% save(’Levy_only_5_kilos_3.mat’,’y’,’-append’);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Creating the time-lapse plots %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% figure;
% for index=1:k
% subplot(1,k,index);
% imagesc(timelapse(index).cdata);

%titlestr = str(index);
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%titlestr = str(timelapsec(index));
%title = [’k=’, titlestr];
%titlename = join(title);

% title(s(index),[’k=’ num2str(timelapsec(1,index))]);
% if(index==1)
% ylabel(’y pos’);
% xlabel(’x pos’);
% end
% end

%max(velocities)
%figure;
%y=M-y;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Mergin the initial env and the kilobots position %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% figure;
% imagesc(test)
% hold on;
% plot(x,y)

%xlim([0 N]);
%ylim([0 M]);

%figure;
%hold on;
%image(test)

vrep.simxClearIntegerSignal(clientID,’runsignal’,vrep.simx_opmode_oneshot);
vrep.simxSynchronous(clientID,true);
% stop the simulation:
vrep.simxStopSimulation(clientID,vrep.simx_opmode_blocking);
vrep.simxClearFloatSignal(clientID,’’,vrep.simx_opmode_oneshot);
% Now close the connection to V-REP:
vrep.simxFinish(clientID);

else
disp(’Failed connecting to remote API server’);

end
vrep.delete(); % call the destructor!
disp(’Program ended’);

end % for function
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C The Matlab Diffusion Function
This section includes the Matlab diffusion function, that is used for creating the net
movement for the environment (antigen).

function dif_img = env_pathogen(test,antigen_extinction)

% Environment with pathogen sources
pathogens=[20,20;30,70;50,50];
pat_size = size(pathogens);

% resolution
N=100;
M=100;

% diffusion coefficient
alpha=0.1;

newim=test;

for i=1:N
for j=1:M

if i~=1 && i~=N && j~=1 && j~=M % Area without borders
newim(i,j)=(1-4*alpha)*test(i,j) + alpha*(test(i,j+1)
+test(i,j-1)+test(i+1,j)+test(i-1,j));

else
if i==1 && j~=1 && j~=M % First row without corners

newim(i,j)=(1-3*alpha)*test(i,j) + alpha*(test(i,j+1)
+test(i,j-1)+test(i+1,j));

end
if i==N && j~=1 && j~=M % Last row without corners

newim(i,j)=(1-3*alpha)*test(i,j) + alpha*(test(i,j+1)
+test(i,j-1)+test(i-1,j));

end
if j==1 && i~=1 && i~=N % First column without corners

newim(i,j)=(1-3*alpha)*test(i,j) + alpha*(test(i,j+1)
+test(i+1,j)+test(i-1,j));

end
if j==M && i~=1 && i~=N % Last column without corners

newim(i,j)=(1-3*alpha)*test(i,j) + alpha*(test(i,j-1)
+test(i+1,j)+test(i-1,j));

end
if j==1 && i==1 % Four Corners down below

newim(i,j)=(1-2*alpha)*test(i,j) + alpha*(test(i,j+1)
+test(i+1,j));

end
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if j==1 && i==N
newim(i,j)=(1-2*alpha)*test(i,j) + alpha*(test(i,j+1)
+test(i-1,j));

end
if j==M && i==1

newim(i,j)=(1-2*alpha)*test(i,j) + alpha*(test(i,j-1)
+test(i+1,j));

end
if j==M && i==N

newim(i,j)=(1-2*alpha)*test(i,j) + alpha*(test(i,j-1)
+test(i-1,j));

end
end

end

end

dif_img=newim;
end
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D Technical Specifications of the Kilobot Robot
This section shows the characteristics of the real Kilobot robot.
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Figure D1: The specifications of the Kilobot [3].
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